we observed a clear change between 5 and 6 GPa that is independent of the starting material and the pressure path and time path of the experiments. This apparent change in the spectral pattern is only visible in the low-frequency range of the Raman spectra-not in the infrared spectra. Complementary electronic structure calculations confirm the existence of three distinct stability regions of cc-IIItype phases at pressures up to about 15 GPa. By combining experimental and simulation data, we interpret the transition at 5-6 GPa as a re-appearance of the cc-IIIb phase. In all types of experiments, we confirmed the transition from cc-IIIb to cc-VI at about 15 GPa at room temperature. We found that temperature stabilizes cc-VI to lower pressure. The reaction cc-IIIb to cc-VI has a negative slope of −7.0 × 10 −3 GPa K −1 . Finally, we discuss the possibility of the dense cc-VI phase being more stable than aragonite at certain pressure and temperature conditions relevant to the Earth's mantle.
Introduction
Carbonates are the most abundant carbon-bearing minerals on Earth. They can be transported into the upper and lower mantle via subduction processes. Evidence for the presence of carbonates in the mantle comes from carbonate inclusions in diamonds from the lower mantle (e.g., Brenker et al. 2007 ). Knowledge of the stability of solid carbonates adapting different structures with increasing pressure and temperature is therefore of great importance to understand the structure and dynamics of the Earth. Experimental Abstract The stability of the high-pressure CaCO 3 calcite (cc)-related polymorphs was studied in experiments that were performed in conventional diamond anvil cells (DAC) at room temperature as a function of pressure up to 30 GPa as well as in internally heated diamond anvil cells (DAC-HT) at pressures and temperatures up to 20 GPa and 800 K. To probe structural changes, we used Raman and FTIR spectroscopy. For the latter, we applied conventional and synchrotron mid-infrared as well as synchrotron far-infrared radiation. Within the cc-III stability field (2.2-15 GPa at room temperature, e.g., Catalli and Williams in Phys Chem Miner 32(5-6): [412] [413] [414] [415] [416] [417] 2005) , we observed in the Raman spectra consistently three different spectral patterns: Two patterns at pressures below and above 3.3 GPa were already described in Pippinger et al. (Phys Chem Miner 42(1):29-43, 2015) and assigned to the phase transition of cc-IIIb to cc-III at 3.3 GPa. In addition, Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00269-016-0815-8) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
1 3 studies and predictions by theoretical calculations suggest the formation of new carbonate structures (e.g., Isshiki et al. 2004 ) at high pressure and temperature, some of them with carbon in tetrahedral coordination (Oganov et al. 2008; Boulard et al. 2011 Boulard et al. , 2015 . In this study, we focus on the system CaCO 3 . Bridgman (1939) and following studies (e.g., Jamieson 1957; Merrill and Bassett 1975; Suito et al. 2001) showed that CaCO 3 in the calcite structure (cc-I) transforms to metastable cc-II (monoclinic) and cc-III (different structure proposals) at ≈1.5 and ≈2.2 GPa, respectively. Cc-IV and cc-V are low-pressure high-temperature disordered modifications (Mirwald 1976 ) and will not be considered here. In a shock wave study, Tyburczy and Ahrens (1986) proposed another high-pressure form of CaCO 3 labeled cc-VI whose existence was confirmed by by in situ high-pressure IR spectroscopy (but labeled by them as post-CaCO 3 -III). According to the latter authors, the transition of cc-III to cc-VI is sluggish: It starts at p > 13.5 GPa and is completed at 25 GPa. In an in situ single-crystal diffraction study, Merlini et al. (2012) confirmed the transformation of cc-III to cc-VI at pressures above 15 GPa. In this and in a more recent study, Merlini et al. (2012 Merlini et al. ( , 2014 solved the enigma of the structures of the high-pressure polymorphs cc-III and cc-VI.
According to recent textbooks in mineralogy, the stable high-pressure phase of CaCO 3 is aragonite (e.g., Wenk and Bulakh 2004 , phase diagram on page 295) as in the pressure range up to about 15 GPa, and it has a higher density than cc-II and cc-III. However, Merlini et al. (2012) showed that this is not the case for cc-VI: At 20, 30 and 40 GPa they observed that cc-VI has a higher density than aragonite (their Fig. 3 ). According to Merlini et al. (2012) , cc-III is triclinic and occurs in two closely related structural modifications: cc-III with 50 atoms in the unit cell and ccIIIb with 20 atoms. Both structures are characterized by the presence of planar carbonate groups, which, in contrast to cc-I and cc-II, are no longer coplanar to each other. Merlini et al. (2012) speculate that the incorporation of smaller cations than calcium may stabilize cc-III over aragonite even to lower pressures. Merlini et al. (2014) provide experimental evidence that cc-III and cc-IIIb are two polymorphs that are experimentally stable in the range of the cc-III stability field. Pippinger et al. (2015) carried out a Raman scattering, X-ray and synchrotron diffraction study on CaCO 3 up to 6.5 GPa and 550 K. They found cc-IIIb to be stable at relatively low temperature and pressure adjacent to the cc-II field. According to them, cc-IIIb transforms to cc-III at 3.28 ± 0.14 GPa at ambient temperature. In isothermal compression experiments, they determined the phase boundary between cc-IIIb and cc-III with a Clausius-Clapeyron slope of −33.9 ± 0.4 × 10 −3 GPa K −1
. Above 15 GPa and up to the maximum pressure investigated (40 GPa), Merlini et al. (2012) observed the high-pressure polymorph cc-VI in their in situ single-crystal X-ray diffraction study. According to them, cc-VI is triclinic with ten atoms in the unit cell. The CO 3 groups are coplanar, but not layered as in the lower-pressure polymorphs. The calcium site has an irregular coordination of seven shorter Ca-O distances (2.1 and 2.3 Å) and two longer ones (2.5-2.6 Å). Merlini et al. (2012) pointed out that their structure proposal for cc-VI was the same as that predicted and called phase II by Oganov et al. (2006) . Thus far, there are no studies about the effect of temperature on the stability of cc-VI.
The vibrational properties of carbonates in the calcite (cc-I) structure at ambient conditions are well known and understood with respect to the molecular motions involved. In general, the internal modes of the CO 3 molecular vibrations (ν 1 and ν 3, symmetric and asymmetric stretching, respectively; ν 2 and ν 4 , out-of and in-plane bending, respectively) are distinguished from the external modes (ν 6 -ν 10 ; ν 13 ; ν 14 ), which are defined as motions of the CO 3 groups against the cations (White 1974) . The Raman spectra of cc-III are complex as the number of resolved modes significantly increases. According to the results of Liu and Mernagh (1990) : Nine Raman modes are described below 300 cm −1 , namely at 96. 8, 103.7, 128.9, 135.7, 164.7, 199.9, 209.1, 220 .0 and 267.7 cm −1 ; three bands are described in the region of the ν 4 mode, namely at 695, 733 and 741 cm −1 ; and the ν 1 band with a shoulder at the lowenergy side at about 1100 cm −1 . Liu and Mernagh (1990) describe two distinctive types of Raman spectra of calcite-III (type A and type B) and concluded that they result from different crystallographic orientations. Merlini et al. (2012 Merlini et al. ( , 2014 showed that the two most stable structures are ccIIIb and cc-III. Finally, Pippinger et al. (2015) were able in a combined X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic study to distinguish Raman spectra of cc-IIIb from those of cc-III (both have space group P1). The spectral differences are at low wavenumbers, where the external modes occur. The differences are characterized by different shifts Δν/ ΔP of the doublet bands at 96.8 and 103.7 cm −1 , which are determined as −0.18 and +1.23 cm −1 GPa −1 below 3.2 GPa, respectively, and which turn to shifts of +2.29 and +4.04 cm −1 GPa −1 above 3.3 GPa. In addition, the band at 165 cm −1 is split into two components above 3.3 GPa. They confirmed these observations in several high-pressure and also high-pressure and high-temperature series. However, in one pressure series, Pippinger et al. (2015) observed no changes in the spectra at about 3.3 GPa, but significant differences at pressures above 3.8 GPa, namely a triplicated ν 1 mode accompanied by an increased number of bands around 700 cm −1 (ν 4 ) and by an increased number of weak external modes. They explain the spectral changes as being due to polysynthetic twinning under pressure with the crystal composed of crystal domains with different degrees of twinning and different orientations. Table 1 shows a compilation of existing vibrational studies of carbonates at high pressure as well as the corresponding maximum P and T. With the exception of the studies by Minch et al. (2010a) and Pippinger et al. (2015) , there is a clear lack of spectroscopic data taken at simultaneous high pressure and high temperature. The assignment of spectral features, especially of new high-pressure phases is not straightforward, but can be supported by electronic structure calculations in the framework of density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT). Theoretical Raman and IR spectra of carbonates at ambient pressure and zero temperature have been reported, e.g., by Valenzano et al. (2007) , Carteret et al. (2013) and on www.wurm.info (Caracas and Bobocioiu 2011) .
To our knowledge, neither Raman nor far-infrared spectra of cc-VI have been published so far nor does a pressure-and temperature-dependent study of the vibrations exist. In this study, we have a closer look at the pressureand temperature-induced changes in the CaCO 3 structure and stability in the pressure range of 2-30 GPa with an experimental as well as atomistic modeling approach. Specifically, we will examine the effect of temperature on the phase transition of cc-III to cc-VI, e.g., the Clausius-Clapeyron slope of the cc-III to cc-VI transition, and investigate in detail the pressure-induced behavior of cc-III-related polymorphs at pressures up to 15 GPa.
Methods

Experimental methods
We investigated the full vibrational behavior of CaCO 3 by studying mid-to far-infrared as well as Raman spectra as a function of P at ambient T and simultaneously at high P and T. For the Raman measurements, we used the Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR800 VIS spectrometer at GFZ equipped with a blue (473 nm) DPSS laser and a green (532 nm) Nd:YAG laser. For mid-infrared measurements, we used the Vertex 80v FTIR spectrometer combined with a Hyperion 2000 microscope at GFZ. For the synchrotron based mid-infrared (SR-MIR) measurements, we used the Nicolet 870 FTIR spectrometer combined with a Continuum microscope, and for synchrotron based far-infrared measurements (SR-FIR), we used the Bruker IFS66v spectrometer combined with the custom-made FIR microscope Kraft et al. (1991) took Raman spectra after laser heating to 2100 K at 30 GPa b Kraft et al. (1991) Koch-Müller et al. 2012) at the IRIS beamline of the BESSY II storage ring of the HelmholtzZentrum Berlin (HZB), Germany. The samples were either thin films of synthetic pure CaCO 3 and natural calcite with 1 mol% MgCO 3 (infrared) or single crystals (Raman) of the same material 1-3 μm in size (synthetic) or up to 20 × 20 μm in size (natural). The larger single crystals were oriented with the cleavage face perpendicular to the laser beam; the smaller one's most probably had the same orientation as the spectral intensities were comparable.
The following experiments were carried out:
1. We performed two series of mid-infrared high-pressure experiments (A and B) at GFZ in the spectral range of 500-2000 cm −1 on thin films of chemically pure CaCO 3 in cc-I structure. We used a piston-cylinder Mao-type diamond anvil cell (DAC) with type II diamonds (600-μm culets), 300-μm gasket hole and argon as pressure medium (Table 2 : experiments M2-MIR-I; ZHS-MIR-II). To ensure quasi-hydrostatic conditions, we followed the instruction of Wittlinger et al. (1997) and annealed the cell at 8 GPa to 120 °C for 0.5 h (see Koch-Müller et al. 2011) . For details of the film preparation and handling of the DAC, see Mrosko et al. (2011) ; 2. In situ SR-FIR spectra as a function of pressure were measured at the HZB. We used the above-mentioned THz/FIR microscope adapted to a Bruker IFS/66v FTIR spectrometer, which allows measurements under vacuum down to the THz region. We performed two high-pressure series in the far-infrared spectral range of 50-700 cm −1 on thin films of chemically pure CaCO 3 in cc-I structure (M2-FIR-I; M2-FIR-II). We used petroleum jelly as pressure medium. For details of the film preparation and handling of the DAC, see Koch-Müller et al. (2012) ; Table 2 Experimental conditions and results a All experiments in the DAC-HT used NaCl as pressure medium and the cell were relaxed by annealing using the internal heater to 70 to 100 °C at low pressures b Petroleum jelly was used as pressure medium c Argon was used as pressure medium; if necessary, the cell was annealed at 8 GPa to 120 °C for 0.5 h d "transition" means that the P-T conditions are close to the transformation of cc-III to cc-VI, indicated by the disappearance of the Raman band around 120 cm-1 and before the appearance of the two bands at 150 and 200 cm-1, which are indicative for cc-VI e In these experiments, the phase boundary cc-IIIb-cc-VI was crossed several times and on their base the slope of the transition has been determined 3. Raman spectroscopy (GFZ) was applied in compression experiments at ambient temperature using the internally heated diamond anvil cells (DAC-HT) described below, but heating was only applied for relaxing the cell (e.g., the cell was annealed at different pressures to 70-120 °C for 30 min). In these two experiments (DAC-HT-13C and DAC-HT-15), NaCl was used as pressure medium and pressure was generated with the gas membrane technique. The cell was equipped with low-fluorescence type II diamonds 400 μm in diameter, and we used a 200-μm hole in the rhenium gasket. Spectra were collected on crystals of the synthetic calcite (DAC-HT-13C) and on the natural sample (DAC-HT-15) from 75 to 500 and 1000 to 1200 cm −1 . Three Raman experiments at ambient temperature used argon as pressure medium, ruby crystals as pressure sensors and the natural calcite as sample (M3-14; M3-15; M3-17). We used the abovementioned Mao-type DAC with low-fluorescence type II diamonds 400 μm in diameter and a 200-μm hole in the rhenium gasket. Spectra were collected from 75 to 1200 cm −1 ; 4. We extended the DAC high-P studies to simultaneously high T by using internally heated diamond anvil cells (DAC-HT). The cells can be used up to 1000 K and 60-70 GPa with different pressure media (salts, noble gases) and are equipped with a gas membrane (nitrogen) for pressure increase. We collected midinfrared spectra at GFZ using conventional IR source and at HZB using SR-MIR both as function of temperature and pressure. However, for most of the in situ measurements at high pressure and high temperature, the Raman spectrometer at GFZ was used. For the mid-infrared spectra, the FTIR microscopes at GFZ and BESSY II, Berlin, were modified to allow in situ fluorescence measurements for pressure and temperature determination. Therefore, a green laser and an ocean optics USB spectrometer were installed in the optical path of the spectrometer. As P and T sensors, we placed ruby and SrB 4 O 7 :Sm 2+ into the gasket holes and measured their laser-induced fluorescence spectra at each pressure and/or temperature increase. The SrB 4 O 7 :Sm 2+ were synthesized by us following the recipe of Kulshreshtha et al. (2006) . According to Datchi et al. (2007) and Raju et al. (2011) , the 7 D 0 -5 F 0 fluorescence line of the SrB 4 O 7 :Sm 2+ (at 685.4 nm at ambient condition) shifts with pressure, but is nearly independent on temperature. Jing et al. (2013) recalibrated the pressure shift at high temperature and high pressure. They come to the conclusion that there is an overall negligible coupling effect of temperature and pressure on the wavelength shift, but only below 770 K and 35 GPa. At higher tempera- R1 fluorescence of ruby (at 694.2 nm at ambient conditions) is also pressure dependent, but strongly dependent on temperature-both dependences are well understood and calibrated (e.g., Mao et al. 1986; Datchi et al. 2007 ). We used the Sm 2+ fluorescence line for determining the pressure. Then, we determined the temperature using the pressure corrections for the P-induced shift in the ruby fluorescence to correct the ruby peak position to the room pressure value and calculated the temperature. Figure 1 shows representative fluorescence spectra of both sensors at about 14 GPa and up to 510 K. The DAC-HT was also equipped with a k-type thermocouple located close to the lower diamond. We did several temperature calibration runs at different pressures with reproducible results. The temperature outside the gasket hole was always lower than inside, and the difference decreases with temperature reaching a ΔT of about 50 K at 800 K. Using the DAC-HT, we undertook several pressure series in combination with Raman and FTIR spectroscopy. In all experiments but two (DAC-HT-6 and DAC-HT-12), the natural calcite was used. In DAC-HT-6 and DAC-HT-12, we used the chemically pure synthetic calcite. The DAC was equipped with low-fluorescence type II diamonds 500 μm in diameter and a 200-μm hole in the rhenium gasket. Sodium chloride was used as pressure medium, and ruby as pressure sensor (all DAC-HT experiments see Table 2 ). To reduce non-hydrostatic conditions, the cell was annealed at constant low pressures to about 100 °C and held there for about 30 min. Table 2 summarizes all experiments and some experimental results.
Computational methods
The thermodynamic stability and vibrational spectra of different CaCO 3 polymorphs were derived from electronic structure calculations in the framework of density-functional theory (DFT). All calculations were performed using the ABINIT code (Gonze et al. 2009 ). The exchange-correlation functional was treated in the local density approximation (LDA). The Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in plane wave basis sets up to a cutoff energy of 1900 eV. This high cutoff was chosen to ensure convergence of the computed vibrational frequencies. Nuclei and core electrons were represented by Troullier-Martins-type pseudopotentials (Troullier and Martins 1991). The reciprocal space was sampled using suitable Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids (Monkhorst and Pack 1976) generated by ABINIT to ensure convergence of the total energy and its derivatives. In a first step, lattice parameters and atomic positions of primitive cells of the different CaCO 3 polymorphs cc-I (space group R3c, Z = 2 in the rhombohedral cell), cc-III (space group P1, Z = 10), cc-IIIb (space group P1, Z = 4 ), cc-VI (space group P1, Z = 2), aragonite (space group Pmcn, Z = 4) and post-aragonite (space group Pmmn, Z = 2) were optimized at different pressures in the athermal limit (T = 0 K). Input structures for all phases were taken from the literature (Merlini et al. 2012; Oganov et al. 2006) . The pressure range of interest extended from room pressure (approximated by 0 GPa) to 30 GPa. Structures of cc-I, cc-III and cc-IIIb were not mechanically stable at the highest pressures. The same was true for cc-VI at pressures below 5 GPa. To investigate the relative phase stability at low pressures, the geometry optimization for some polymorphs was extended to negative pressures (up to −5 GPa), which corresponds to the crystals being under hydrostatic tensile stress. Geometry optimization was stopped when the maximum force acting on an individual atom and the maximum deviation of a stress tensor component from the desired value were lower than 5 × 10 −5 a.u. Starting from the optimized structures, phonon frequencies at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone and the Born effective charge tensors were computed using linear response DFPT (Baroni et al. 2001) as implemented in the ABINIT code (Gonze et al. 2009 ). For the comparison of the computed vibrational spectra with experimental IR spectra, the low-frequency dielectric permittivity tensor was derived from the response functions using the method of Gonze and Lee (1997) with a damping factor of 2 cm −1
. The imaginary part of this function is a first approximation to the IR spectrum (see, for example, Jahn and Kowalski 2014).
Further, Raman susceptibility tensors were computed using the DFPT method described in Veithen et al. (2005) , which is implemented in ABINIT and essentially derives the third derivative of the energy with respect to electric field and atomic displacement perturbations. Powder-averaged Raman intensities were derived from the Raman tensors using the procedure described, e.g., in Caracas and Bobocioiu (2011) . Figure 2 shows selected spectra of the CaCO 3 polymorphs, while spectra of the whole pressure series are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 2a, b , Raman spectra of the CaCO 3 polymorphs are plotted in the spectral range of 75-500 cm −1 (a) and 1000-1200 cm −1 (b). Figure 2c , d shows mid-and far-infrared spectra, respectively. At pressures below 1.6 GPa, we observed the spectral pattern of cc-I (Fig. 2) , and at 1.9 GPa, the transition of cc-I to cc-II ( Fig. 2c) (White 1974) . The focus of this study is, however, the phase behavior of cc-III and cc-VI. Based on an X-ray diffraction study, Pippinger et al. (2015) propose the transition of cc-IIIb to cc-III at around 3.3 GPa at ambient temperature. Thus, the spectra taken between 2.3 and 3.3 GPa are assigned to cc-IIIb, and those between 3.4 and 4.5 GPa are assigned to cc-III (Fig. 2) . Spectra taken at pressures >15 GPa (Fig. 2) are assigned to cc-VI (e.g., Merlini et al. 2012) .
Results
Vibrational characteristics of the CaCO 3 polymorphs
Compared to the Raman spectrum of cc-I with just two bands, the spectra of cc-III and cc-IIIb show at least nine different bands below 300 cm −1 (e.g., Pippinger et al. 2015) . The spectra are characterized by a doublet around 100 cm −1 , strong modes around 160 and between 250 and 300 cm −1 (Fig. 2a) , and a single band at about 1100 cm
plus shoulder at the low-energy side (Fig. 2b) . The Raman spectrum of cc-VI (Fig. 2) is characterized by changes in the low-frequency region: The low-frequency mode of cc-III disappears, and a broad new band between 150 and 200 cm −1 evolves in addition to a broad triplet around 300 and a band around 420 cm −1 . In the high-frequency region (Fig. 2b) , the ν 1 mode of cc-VI is represented by one single band centered at about 1150 cm −1 . In Fig. 2c , the midinfrared spectra of cc-II and cc-III show the same modes as described for cc-I, but with considerable band splitting, e.g., of the ν 3 band at about 1400 cm −1
. The spectrum of cc-II is characterized by the appearance of the ν 1 symmetric stretching mode, which occurs as doublet at about 1050 cm −1 . The mid-infrared spectra of cc-III and cc-VI are well known and described, e.g., in . Figure 2d shows a selection of the far-infrared spectra taken on pure calcite at the synchrotron source BESSY II as a function of pressure. The spectrum at 1.2 GPa shows the far-infrared active lattice modes characteristic for cc-I, and the observed bands correspond to ν 6 -ν 10 , respectively, of White (1974) . The spectra at 2.3 and 4.0 GPa are according to the findings of Pippinger et al. (2015) assigned to cc-IIIb and cc-III, respectively. The spectrum at 26.5 GPa is taken within the cc-VI stability field and is characterized by the appearance of an intense lattice mode at 218 cm −1 and the disappearance of the lowfrequency mode at around 100 cm −1 .
Evolution of the pressure-induced vibrational changes at ambient temperature
Before applying pressure and temperature to determine the stability fields of the different calcite structures, we determine the transformation pressures at ambient temperature. To probe structural changes, we used conventional and synchrotron mid-infrared, synchrotron far-infrared and Raman spectroscopy to choose which experimental setup visualizes the phase transformations best and to learn through the spectral changes more about the structural changes. The Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 3 and infrared spectra in Fig. 4 . Interpretation of vibrational spectra of carbonates is difficult as the onset of the changes appears to be kinetically delayed and spectra may show pattern of two phases (high P and low P) (e.g., Santillán 2003; . Also decompression spectra should be avoided for stability studies as the high-pressure phases persist over a broader pressure range also at low pressure. However, after decompression to ambient pressure, the cc-I structure was always observed again. Figure 3a -c show the evolution of the high-pressure Raman spectra of CaCO 3 taken in three different pressure series in small pressure intervals at ambient temperature and in the low-frequency region. Figure 3d -f shows the same pressure series, but at high frequencies (1000-1200 cm −1 ). The spectra in Fig. 3a, d (DAC-HT-15) and 3c, f (DAC-HT-16) were taken on natural calcite, and those in Fig. 3b cc-III stability field (2.2-15 GPa at room temperature, e.g., ), we observed in the Raman spectra three different spectral patterns. Two patterns are already described and shown in Fig. 2a for cc-IIIb and cc-III. At pressures between 5 and 6 GPa and ambient temperature, we observed another more abrupt change in the Raman pattern. In the spectra at 5.7 GPa (Fig. 3a) , 8.3 GPa (Fig. 3b ) and 7.9 GPa (Fig. 3c) , the doubled bands around Raman spectra with a natural calcite containing 1 mol% of magnesite as starting material (DAC-HT-15); c, f Raman spectra with a natural calcite containing 1 mol% of magnesite as starting material (DAC-HT-16), b, e Raman spectra with pure calcite as starting material (DAC-HT-13C); here, the exact pressure for cc-VI transition cannot be specified as we were no longer able to measure the fluorescence spectrum of ruby. The abrupt change in the low-frequency range of the spectra between 3.9 GPa (cc-III) and 7.6 is explained by a re-appearance of cc-IIIb at the expense of phase cc-III, visible only in the Raman spectra. The change is also visible in the high-frequency spectra by the disappearance of the low-energy shoulder of the ν 1 mode. Figures denote pressure in GPa; spectra are offset for clarity 100 cm −1 are disappeared, and we observe an intense band between 120 and 130 cm −1 , and a very weak one at about 105 cm −1 . The band at about 120 cm −1 (5.7 GPa) first shifts slightly with increasing pressure to higher wavenumbers and from 9.5 GPa to lower wavenumber (Fig. 3a) . The new low-frequency mode at around 105 cm −1 does not shift with increasing pressure, but decreases in intensity until it disappears when cc-VI is formed. In contrast to Fig. 3a and b, this band disappears in the spectra of experiment DAC-HT-16 (Fig. 3c ) already at 11.2 GPa. In addition, from 12 GPa, the new band at about 125 cm −1 starts to decrease in intensity with increasing pressure until it also disappears at about 15.3 GPa, and in parallel, the characteristic bands for cc-VI at about 150 and 190 cm −1 start to increase in intensity from about 13.6 GPa to higher pressures (Fig. 3a) . The high-frequency mode ν 1 (Fig. 3d-f ) occurs at pressures below 5.6 GPa as singlet with a shoulder on the low-energy side as described by, e.g., Pippinger et al. (2015) . From 5.6 GPa, a singlet evolves with increasing pressure, which shifts to higher wavenumber ( Fig. 3d-f) . No spectral changes during the transformation into cc-VI can be observed in this spectral range. In Fig. 3d , the high-frequency mode again turns to become a doublet at 13.6 and 14.5 GPa, and finally at pressure >21 GPa, it becomes a singlet again. All Raman spectroscopic pressure series gave more or less the same picture of three different spectral patterns in the range of 2.2-15 GPa (Fig. 2, 3) . Figure 4a shows the mid-infrared spectra from 500 to 2000 cm −1 as a function of pressure (M2-MIR-I). According to Pippinger et al. (2015) , the spectrum taken at 3.4 GPa is assigned to cc-III and is characterized by multiple mode splitting compared to the low-pressure polymorphs. In the spectra between 11.3 and 15.1 GPa (Fig. 4a , a-1, a-2), four bands and strong change in the mode appearance can be observed for ν 1 (around 1100 cm −1 ) and ν 2 (between 700 and 800 cm −1 ). The second MIR pressure series showed comparable results. We distinguish four different spectral patterns in the FIR spectra (Figs. 2d, 4b) : the far-infrared spectrum at 1.2 GPa (cc-I), the spectrum at 2.3 GPa (according to Pippinger et al. 2015 assigned to cc-IIIb), the spectra between 4.0 and 15.5 GPa (according to Pippinger et al. 2015 assigned to cc-III) and the spectra at pressures >19.8 GPa, which are according to assigned to cc-VI.
In two of the Raman experiments (M3-14 and M3-15), we obtained spectra after pressure increase from 2.1 to 9.5 GPa with an increased number of bands around 700 cm , with an increased number of weak external modes and a triplicated ν 1 mode just the same as Pippinger et al. (2015) described for one of their runs (see their Fig. 4a, b) . As mentioned before, they explain the spectral changes as polysynthetic twinning under pressure. After pressure release, the spectrum of the recovered sample showed the pattern of perfect crystalline cc-I. All other spectral changes with increasing pressure as observed in this study do not show a spectral pattern that could be assigned to pressure-induced twinning. In situ high-pressure/high-temperature infrared and Raman spectroscopy using internally heated diamond anvil cells in the system CaCO 3
Considering the experimental data presented above, it seems that with Raman spectroscopy, the phase transitions can be traced best. As determined at ambient temperature (see above), the Raman cc-VI spectra are characterized by the disappearance of the band between 120 and 130 cm . Therefore, we preferably applied this method to determine the slope of the cc-III to cc-VI phase transition using the DAC-HT. However, some mid-IR spectra at high P and T were also collected at GFZ and at BESSY II using SR-MIR. According to , the formation of cc-VI is indicated in infrared spectra by the appearance of new bands of the ν 4 mode. Starting with the cc-III structure at a certain pressure and ambient temperature either the temperature was increased until cc-VI was formed or isothermal compression was applied. Some experiments started also with the cc-VI structure and temperature was increased up to 658 K. All experiments are summarized in Table 2 . Figure 5a shows Raman spectra of the experiment DAC-HT-16 at high pressure and simultaneously high temperature. After pressure increase to 11.7 GPa, we started heating until 475 K without changing the pattern. Figure 5b shows mid-infrared spectra of run DAC-HT-12. The spectrum at 18.8 GPa (Fig. 5b and label 4 in Fig. 5c ) is taken in the cc-VI stability field, and the spectrum has components of cc-III and cc-VI modes. The growing of cc-VI is indicated by the appearance of two new bands for the ν 4 mode . One of them is indicated by (!) in Fig. 5c . Heating the sample under pressure until 441 K did promote the transformation to cc-VI (Fig. 5c ). The next experiments were performed at pressure of about 14 GPa in combination with Raman spectroscopy, and the phase transition from cc-III to cc-VI could be observed in three different heating cycles (Fig. 6a, c) . In Fig. 6c , the spectrum at 14.7 GPa and 306 K was taken immediately after temperature switch off and shows that cc-VI transformed back to cc-IIIb. Figure 1S (supplement material) illustrates again the transition of cc-IIIb to cc-VI by Raman spectroscopy at about 13.7 GPa and 543 K (Fig. 1Sa and 1Sb ) and at 15 GPa and 522 K (Fig. 1Sc) . In Fig. 1Sa , the Ramanactive ν 1 mode is shown, which seems to be not affected by the phase transition.
Electronic structure calculations
DFT simulations were performed to support the interpretation of the experimental data. Geometry optimization was first performed using pseudopotentials consistent with the Perdew-Zunger-Ceperley-Alder parameterization of LDA (Perdew and Zunger (1981) ; ABINIT option ixc = 2). The cell parameters of the relaxed structures at T = 0 K and a range of pressures for different CaCO 3 polymorphs are listed in Table 3 . The respective enthalpies and cell volumes are shown in Fig. 7 . At each pressure, the lowest enthalpy curve corresponds to the thermodynamically stable phase as predicted by the DFT model (Fig. 7a) . Compared to the real CaCO 3 system, the stability field of cc-I is somewhat shifted to negative pressure (which corresponds to a system under tensile stress). Between −1.2 and 30 GPa, aragonite is the most stable phase, followed by post-aragonite at higher pressures. The cc-III phases are more stable Fig. 4b , the ν 1 mode of cc-VI is here a doublet, and the ν 2 mode tends to become a singlet as proposed by , but not observed in our mid-infrared experiments in Fig. 4b . This indicates the complex nature of the phase transitions of CaCO 3 . c Zoom of six spectra of Fig. 4b starting with 14.8 GPa GPa (1) and ending at 18.1 GPa and 441 K (6) showing the evolution of a new band (!) of the ν 4 mode, which is indicative for the transition of cc-III to cc-VI. Figures denote pressure in GPa; spectra are offset for clarity than cc-I above −0.9 GPa. The enthalpy curve of cc-IIIb changes slope between 0.5 and 4 GPa, which leads to two (meta-)stability regions of cc-IIIb among the cc phases, i.e., between −0.9 and 0.0 GPa, and between 5 and 14 GPa. This change in slope is reproducible on the compression and decompression paths. Cc-III has the lowest enthalpy of the cc phases between 0 and 5 GPa, whereas cc-VI is the most stable cc polymorph above 14 GPa. The molar volume decreases in the sequence cc-I > cc-IIIb (<2 GPa) > cc-III > cc-IIIb (>2 GPa) > aragonite > cc-VI > post-aragonite (Fig. 7b) . The molar volumes of cc-IIIb and cc-III cross at about 2 GPa with cc-IIIb being less dense than cc-III below 2 GPa and denser above 2 GPa. Cc-VI has a higher density than aragonite, which is consistent with experimental observations (Merlini et al. 2012 ). The calculation of Raman spectra with ABINIT requires the use of another formulation of LDA, e.g., Perdew and Wang (1992) , ABINIT option ixc = 7. Therefore, we decided to re-optimize all of the structures for which vibrational spectra were derived subsequently. As shown in Table 3 , both LDA flavors yield very similar results. The cell parameters and atomic positions of selected DFToptimized structures used for the calculation of vibrational spectra are provided in the electronic supplement. Selected theoretical and experimental Raman spectra of cc-IIIb and cc-VI are shown and compared in Fig. 8 . Due to somewhat different pressures and to the approximations inherent to the DFT calculations, the frequencies of the theoretical spectra are slightly shifted with respect to the experimental data. We therefore focus our comparison on the relative positions of the bands with the highest Raman intensities. As in the experiments, the Raman spectra of cc-IIIb at pressures below and above the cc-III stability field (Fig. 8a, b ) are rather similar with high intensity bands around 1100, 100 cm −1 , a number of medium-intensity modes between 150 and 400 cm . The main spectral features of the theoretical spectra can be assigned to bands of the experimental spectra. As the wavenumber range between 700 and 850 cm −1 was not covered in the present experiments, the DFT predictions for ccIIIb are compared in Fig. 8a to data from Pippinger et al. (2015) . Due to the large number of atoms in the unit cell (50), Raman intensities of cc-III could not be computed. The 75 Raman-active normal mode frequencies are too many to make a useful comparison with the experimental Raman spectra of cc-III and with the spectra of cc-IIIb at lower and higher pressure. The Raman bands of the theoretical spectra of cc-VI are in the wavenumber ranges as observed in our experiments (Fig. 8c) . However, the experimental spectra are very broad for these highest pressures. This makes a detailed comparison of the spectra in the lowfrequency range below 600 cm . Shortly before the structure transforms, we observe a kind of transitional region where the two bands at 130 and 150 cm −1 became both very low in intensity. c The cc-VI spectrum has been taken at 15.4 GPa and 658 K, and after temperature release, cc-VI transforms immediately to cc-IIIb (spectrum at 14.7 GPa and 306 K) Perdew and Wang (1992) functional (ABINIT option ixc = 7). All other calculations used pseudopotentials with ixc = 2 (LDA according to Perdew and Zunger (1981) ). ixc = 7 is required for calculation of Raman spectra For comparison with the experimental IR spectra (shown in Figs. 2c, d, 4 ), Fig. 9 shows the isotropic averages of the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity tensors from the DFPT calculations for cc-I, cc-IIIb, cc-III and cc-VI. The broad absorption bands in the IR spectra around 1500 and 300-400 cm −1 combine a number of vibrational modes. Generally, these groups of modes shift to higher wavenumber with increasing pressure and toward the high-pressure polymorphs. In agreement with experiment, the ν 1 band at around 1100 cm −1 that is absent in cc-I shows a distinct splitting for cc-III and less for cc-IIIb at 0 GPa, whereas for cc-IIIb at 10 GPa, a band splitting is barely visible. Due to the different number of atoms in the unit cell, the ν 1 band is composed of five IR-active modes for cc-III, two IR-active modes for cc-IIIb, and a single IR-active mode for cc-VI. 
Discussion
Spectra of CaCO 3 taken in the cc-III stability field
As shown by Pippinger et al. (2015) , the Raman spectra of the cc-IIIb and cc-III polymorphs are very similar and the transition is only indicated in the spectra by a discontinuity in the band shift of the doublet bands and by a splitting of the band around 160 cm −1 into two bands (see their Fig. 3 ). The splitting of the bands of the doublet around 100 cm −1 is much lower below 3.3 GPa then above this pressure, which also holds true for the spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . Figure 10 shows the band position versus pressure determined from the Raman spectra of four different pressure series. The discontinuity of the band shift and thus the transition from cc-IIIb to cc-III is located between 3 and 4 GPa as determined by Pippinger et al. (2015) . It can be seen in the different shifts of the doublet bands around 100 cm −1 with pressure ( Fig. 10 ) and in the splitting of the band around 160 cm −1 (Fig. 3b, c) . It seems that this is the only significant difference between the Raman spectra of cc-IIIb and cc-III. We have a second strong indication for the transition of cc-IIIb to cc-III in the range of 3-4 GPa as we observe in the FIR spectra much clearer pattern difference between the spectra at 2.3 GPa (cc-IIIb) and 4.0 GPa (cc-III) than in the Raman spectra (Fig. 2d) . The DFT calculations of the dielectric permittivity spectra (Fig. 9) indicate that a distinctive feature of the cc-III phase as compared to cc-IIIb is the splitting of the ν 1 , ν 2 and ν 4 bands in the wavenumber range between 600 and 1200 cm −1
. This is mainly due to the increased number of atoms in the unit cell. For instance, the ν 1 band at about 1100 cm −1 is composed of two IR-active modes in cc-IIIb, whereas it consists of five modes in cc-III. However, the quality of the experimental data does not allow resolving such fine details.
We further observed a strong discontinuity in the lowfrequency modes of the Raman spectra between 5 and 6 GPa. Such a change was not observed in the infrared spectra: The SR-MIR spectra of the experiment DAC-HT-18A did show the characteristic cc-III pattern (Williams et al. 1992; , but Raman spectra of experiment DAC-HT-18B, which were taken on the same sample, showed the Raman spectral pattern as described above with a missing doublet band and a new band around 120 cm −1 . Using the results from the DFT calculations, we may interpret this second phase transition as a reentrance of the cc-IIIb structure. This unusual behavior is related to a change in compression mechanism of the cc-IIIb phase (see Fig. 7b ). At low pressures up to about 3-4 GPa, cc-IIIb has a much higher compressibility than all other studied polymorphs including cc-III. The larger volume stabilizes cc-IIIb with respect to cc-III at low (or slightly negative) pressures. Above 4 GPa, the compression curves of cc-III and cc-IIIb are nearly parallel with cc-IIIb having a slightly higher density (Fig. 7b) . The resulting enthalpy curves (Fig. 7a) indicate a limited stability field of cc-III between 0 and 5 GPa. The respective enthalpy differences are very low, but calculations with a generalized gradient approximation functional confirmed this behavior.
To rationalize the structural change in the cc-IIIb structure between low and high pressures, two representative structures are shown in Fig. 11 . The major structural difference is a different alignment of the CO 3 groups (indicated by arrows in Fig. 11 ). Otherwise, both structures look very similar. Due to the low symmetry, there is no change in space group. As all structural and thermodynamic parameters change continuously along the whole pressure range, there is no indication of a phase transition of cc-IIIb.
Transition region between cc-IIIb and cc-VI
In all experiments (Raman, mid-infrared and far-infrared spectroscopy), we observe a transitional region where ccIIIb and cc-VI coexist and where the cc-VI bands evolve while those of cc-IIIb diminish with increasing pressure. This is very pronounced in the Raman and MIR spectra and less in the FIR-spectra. It seems that there is a kind of transitional region between about 12 and 17 GPa where cc-IIIb slowly transforms to cc-VI (Figs. 3a-c, 4a, a-1,   Fig. 10 Plot of the wavenumber of the low-frequency modes of the Raman spectra as a function of pressure at ambient temperature a-2). observed a well-resolved change of the ν 4 mode from two distinct peaks at 13.5 GPa to four peaks at higher pressures. interpret these features as co-appearance of cc-III and cc-VI over a broad pressure range due to sluggish and kinetically delayed reaction (see also Santillán 2003) . Two of the four bands of the ν 4 mode belong to cc-III (690 and 755 cm −1 at 10 GPa), and the other two are the new bands for cc-VI (705 and 745 cm −1 at 20 GPa). We observe this splitting of the MIR bands for the ν 4 mode, but also for ν 1 and ν 2 (Figs. 4, 6 ). The transition region can also be seen in the Raman spectra: In the spectra taken at pressures >9.5 GPa, the intense band between 120 and 130 cm −1 shifts with increasing pressure to lower wavenumber and starts to decrease in intensity from 12 GPa until it disappears at about 15.3 GPa. In parallel, the characteristic bands for cc-VI at about 150 and 190 cm −1 (13.7 GPa) start to increase in intensity from about 14 GPa to about 20 GPa. As mentioned before, the evolution of the far-infrared spectra with pressure is much clearer (Fig. 4b) . However, in the spectra above 10 GPa and with increasing pressure, the appearance and growing of a band around 200 and 100 cm −1 could be explained as sluggish reaction of cc-IIIb to cc-VI starting between 10 and 11 GPa, and be completed in the spectrum at 19.8 GPa.
The structural phase transition of cc-IIIb to cc-VI
We mostly used the drastic changes in the Raman mode for identifying the phase transition. However, for experimental reasons, some of the experiments had to be stopped shortly before cc-VI had been formed, and we noted those experiments as the transitional region in which the Raman mode of cc-IIIc at 120 cm −1 was nearly disappeared, but the cc-VI modes not as strong as in the cc-VI field (e.g., spectrum at 13.6 in Fig. 3a) . According to , only the evolution of new ν 4 bands in the MIR spectra is diagnostic for the transformation of cc-IIIb to cc-VI. However, the transition to cc-VI can be seen in the FIR spectra much clearer than in the MIR spectra (Fig. 4) . Adams and Willimas (1980) were the first who published far-infrared spectra of calcite in a diamond anvil cell up to 0.4 GPa. To our knowledge, no far-infrared spectra for any carbonate at pressures exceeding 0.5 GPa are reported up to now in the literature and no Raman and no far-infrared spectra of cc-VI.
In the in situ experiments at pressures and temperatures, we were able to trace the transition of cc-IIIb to cc-VI (Figs. 6, 7) or showed that cc-IIIb (Fig. 5a ) or cc-VI (Fig. 5b) remains stable with increasing temperatures. Some heating experiments started also with the cc-VI structure, and temperature was increased up to 658 K (DAC- .
The results of all experiments are summarized in Table 2 and plotted in a pressure-temperature diagram showing the stability fields of cc-IIIb and cc-VI in Fig. 12 . Merlini et al. (2012) speculated that temperature may stabilize the structures of cc-III to lower pressure, and surprisingly, we found the same for the cc-IIIb to cc-VI transition. We have chosen 15 GPa as the transformation pressure of cc-IIIb to Fig. 11 DFT-derived structures of cc-IIIb at low pressure (left) and high pressure (right) projected along crystallographic z-axis (top) and y-axis (bottom). The main structural differences are indicated by arrows cc-VI at ambient temperature as in all pressure series here the main cc-VI pattern was observed in accordance to literature data. The reaction has a negative slope of about −7.0 × 10 −3 GPa K −1
. As the reaction is kinetically hindered and we observe a transition region, we assume an uncertainty of the slope of about ±20 %.
Finally, we address the question of whether or not cc-VI may become thermodynamically stable with respect to aragonite at high pressures and temperatures. While cc-VI has a higher density than aragonite, its DFT-derived enthalpy at T = 0 K is higher over the whole pressure range studied here (Fig. 7) . The only possibility to stabilize cc-VI over aragonite would be a substantial difference in entropy. Assuming that the entropy for a pure phase is dominated by the vibrational part and both structures are built of CO 3 2− units and Ca
2+
cations, a large entropy difference is not expected. Hence, we do not expect cc-VI to become stabilized with respect to aragonite even at high temperatures and mantle pressures. However, further experiments and a more dedicated computational study are needed to provide a more conclusive picture. The open symbols of each color represent the stability of cc-VI, closed symbols the stability of cc-IIIb, and half-filled symbols the transition region. In the experiments DAC-HT-15, 19, and 22, the phase boundary cc-IIIb-cc-VI was crossed several times, and on their base, the slope of the transition has been determined to −7 × 10 −3 GPa K −1
. As the reaction is kinetically hindered and we observe a transition region, we assume an uncertainty of the slope of about ± 20 %
